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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that we, SAMUEL J. STONE and 

FRANK E. FARNHAM, of the city and county 
of Providence, in the State of Rhode Island, 
have invented a certain new and useful Im~ 
provement in Collar-Buttons and Studs;- and 
we declare the following to be a specification 
thereof, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings. 

Like letters indicate like parts. 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of our inven 

tion. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the same, 
as seen on line 00 0c of Fig. 1, the shank being 
shown in elevation. Fig. 3 is a side elevation 
of the lining-plate and its tubular extension. 
Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of said lining 
plate with said extension, shown in section 
on line y y of Fig. 3. Figs. 5 and 6 are re 
spectively a side view and a top plan of the 
combined pusher and spring-arms. Fig. 7 is 
a plan view of the combined pusher and 
spring-arms in position within the shoe, the 
shank and the extension-piece of the lining 
plate being shown on section-line z z of Fig. 
2. Fig. 8is a top plan of the combined pusher 
and spring-arms as seen in position within 
the shoe when the pusher and spring-arms 
are pressed inwardly, and the extension-piece 
is shown 011 section-line z 2 of Fig. 2, but the 
shank has been withdrawn. ‘Figs. 9 and 10 ' 
represent modi?ed forms of our invention. 
Our invention relates to ‘that class of sep 

arable buttons having a head or front with a 
shank connected therewith, a separate shoe 
having therein a spring to engage said shank, 
and a pusher to operate said spring. It con 
sists of the combination of a button head or 
front having a shank whose end is rounded 
and provided with a circumferential groove 
or channel, a separate shoe having a lining 
plate provided with a central aperture, and 
a tubular extension or socket adapted to re 
ceive the end of the shank, divergent trans 
verse slots made in said tubular extension, 
and a pusher mounted in the shoe through a 
slot thereof and provided with springs of a pe 
culiar shape integral therewith and adapted 
to be supported in the slots of said extension 
pieee of the lining-plate and to engage said 

shank in the circumferential groove thereof 
to lock the same in position, as hereinafter 
particularly speci?ed. 

In the drawings, A is the ornamental head 
or front of the button, and B the shank at 
tached to said head in the center of the under 
side thereof. The shank B has the rounded 
end a and the circumferential groove or chan 
nel b. 
C is the shoe. The lining-plate D is held in 

place in the shoe by the edges of said shoe, 
which are turned over upon it, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The lining-plate’ D is disk-shaped 
and has a central aperture 0 and a central 
tubular extension or piece d, which are adapt 
ed to receive the shank B therein. The ex 
tension-piece d is slotted transversely in the 
divergent directions shown at e in Fig. 4. 
The pusher F has integral therewith the 

two spring-arms G, which are bent in a curve, 
as shown in Fig. (3, but whose ends are straight 
and parallel and terminate with the beveled 
faces f. The pusher is mounted in the shoe 
0 through a slot g therein. 
The parts are assembled as shown in Figs. 

1 and 7, and in theirnormal position the inner 
edges of the straight portions of the spring 
arms G, resting upon the slotted parts of the 
extension-piece d of the lining-plate D within 
the shoe, embrace and engage the shank B in 
the circumferential groove or channel I) there 
of, and so look the shank to the shoe. In Fig. 
7 the central black circle indicates the shank 
B, as seen in cross-section on line .2 z of Fig. 2, 
and the concentric white ring indicates the 
said groove 1), while the two outer black arcs 
show. the unslotted parts of the tubular ex 
tension d. ' . 

To disengage the shank B and its orna 
mental head A from the shoe 0, the pusher 
F is pressed inwardly in the direction shown 
by the arrow in Fig. 8. This movement causes 
the inclined ends f of the spring-arms G to 
slide along the inclined inner ends of the slots 
6 of the extension-piece d, which serve as 
?xed cam-surfaces, and the free ends of the 
spring-arms‘G are thus spread apart, and so 
the inner edges of the straight portions of 
said springs are moved out of their engage 
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ment with the groove h of the shank B and 
allow the shank 13 to be withdrawn from the 
socket or tubular extension (1 of the lining 
plate D. The inner end an of the pusher F, 
which extends centrally within the bow of the 
spring-arms G, as shown, limits the inward 
movement of the pusher by coming in contact 
with the exterior surface of the unslotted part 
of the extension-piece (Z. Fig. 8 illustrates 
the position of said pusher and spring-arms 
at the end of said inward movement, where 
it is seen that although the spring-arms are 
still supported in the slots r: of the extension 
piece (Z the straight portions of said spring 
arms are so widely spread apart that the shank 
B can easily be withdrawn from the bore of 
said socket or tubular extension. The resili 
ence of the spring-arms G cause the pusher 
F to resume its former position when released 
from pressure. 
In Figs. 9 and 10 we show a modified form 

of our invention, in which in Fig. 0 the dot 
ted central circle indicates the groove 1) of 
the shank .3, the intermediate circle the cy~ 
indrical surface of the shank, and the outer 
circle at the center represents the exterior of 
the cylindrical tubular extension. In these 
?gures the slots are not angularly disposed, 
but parallel with each other on opposite sides 
of the extension-piece; but a cylindrical post 
or block ll, fixed upon the lining-plate D, is 
between the ?aring ends of the spring-arms 
(l, and the inward movement of the pusher 
(illustrated in Fig. 10) spreads the arms apart 
to allow their disengagement from the groove 
1) of the shank 13, as hereinbefore described. 
The characteristic feature of our invention 

is that the pusher and springs, being integral, 
are in the same plane, whereas in all former 
devices of this class they have been in sepa 
rate pieces and in different planes. By our 
peculiar construction we are able to place this 
locking device in a much smaller space than 
has been heretofore possible, and therefore 
our invention is well adapted to line gold work 
and to small designs and patterns. 

556,219 

\Ye claim as a novel and useful invention 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent“ 

11,. In a separable button, the combination 
with a shoe, a button-head with a shank at 
tached thereto and provided with a rounded 
end and a circumferential groove, of a lining 
plate, held in said shoe, as shown, and pro 
vided with a central aperture and a central 
tubular extens ion,with transversely-arranged 
slots, a pusher mounted in the shoe through 
a slot thereof and provided with spring-arms, 
which terminate in straight parallel ends,hav 
ing inclined faces, which arms are supported 
in the slots of said extension-piece and em 
brace by the inner edges of the straight ends 
the said shank in the circumferential groove 
thereof and are adapted to be spread apart 
by sliding on a fixed cam-surface, substan 
tially as speci?ed. - 

2. The improved separable button herein 
described, consisting of the button~head A, 
having the shank 13, which is provided with 
a rounded end a and a circumferential groove 
1), the shoe (ll, having the lining-plate 1), held 
therein, which is made with a central. aper~ 
ture c and a central tubular extension-piece 
(Ltransversely slotted as at c, on opposite sides 
thereof in divergent directions, the pusher 
F, mounted in the shoe through the slot _r/ 
thereof and having, integral therewith, the 
spring-arms G, made with a bow, but with 
their ends straight and parallel and tcrminat~ 
ing in inclined faces f, which spring-arms are 
supported in the slots c of said extension-piece 
(Z, but are adapted to embrace by their inner 
strz‘iight edges the shank ]; in the channel or 
groove 1) thereof, and the inner project ion or 
end on of the pusher F, adapted to serve as a 
stop, all arranged and operating substantialluvv 
as specified. 

SAMUEL .I. STONE 
FRAN b: E. FA] {N l I'AM. 

Witnesses: 
FREDERICK A. Banner’, 
WARREN R. Pinion. 
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